Import tips to get correct color after heat transfer

Before your heat transfer, please make sure follow our video instruction on YouTube to setup the ciss, then print a nozzle check, make sure all the line is complete and no missing lines. If have lots lines missing, please watch the instruction again or contact us. If just a few spots have missing line, please perform one or two head cleaning then leave printer for couple hours, it should ready to go.

Make sure you using right ink. Generally, pigment ink using for cotton or 50/50 and up, sublimation ink is for everything else other than those two. And the heat transfer paper is different for those two kinds of ink.

Now we can start the heat transfer, please make sure following next 4 steps to get successful transfer.

1. Print quality setting, under the printing preferences, quality option; make sure choose the best one or the last one. (showed on the picture below, different model printer might have options)
2. Paper type; make sure choose the matte paper, heavyweight or premium matt, different model printer might name them differently. (showed on the picture below)
3. Once the transfer done, please make sure no ink or close to no ink left on the transfer paper, which means your transfer is complete, if not, that means your transfer is NOT complete, you need either longer time or higher temperature, or both.

4. Other very usefully tool is the software you using to open the pictures, we highly recommend using Photoshop or similar software, as long as it have similar option on the printing settings, which is “The Color Handing”, choose Photoshop manages colors, not printer manages colors. (Photoshop printing setting showed on the picture below).